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Bubble generation in liquid rope coiling

Hossein Hosseini,‡a Ali Farnudi, a Mohammad Hassan Khatami,‡a and Mehdi Habibi*abc

We present an experimental study of liquid rope coiling in order to explore different possibilities of air bubble generation in a viscous fluid. A column of viscous fluid falling on a smooth solid surface exhibits different behaviours, e.g., axisymmetric stagnation flow, coiling, rotatory folding, supercoiling, etc. These states provide ample opportunity for air to get trapped inside the body of a fluid. We investigate bubble generation mechanisms by studying the instability of a falling fluid rope and the characteristics of the observed bubbles. Our experiments show that a viscous rope undergoing supercoiling on the impact surface can, at times, produce a four-branched spiral pattern of bubbles. Finally, we provide a phase diagram illustrating the bubble properties relevant to the flow rate and fall height of the viscous jet. Our study provides a very simple method for the generation of mono/bi-dispersed bubbles in viscous fluids at high rates with an ability to tune the bubble size.

1 Introduction

Quite often air gets trapped in liquids during processes such as pouring one liquid onto another. This can be seen in almost any phenomenon in nature that involves liquids. For instance, it contributes to river oxygenation or in various processes in glass, food, and health care industries. A number of industrial processes involve pouring jets of viscous liquids, typically molten glass, metal, or polymers, inside a mould or a container. During most of these processes, bubbles get trapped in the mould and are usually considered to be a defect. On the other hand, in recent years there has been a growing interest in developing methods that produce monodisperse distributions of bubbles in viscous fluids for use in microchemistry and pharmaceutics, and applications such as monosize microfoams and stable emulsions.1,2

In previous studies air entrainment methods due to the impact of a continuous liquid jet4-7 or liquid drop8 on a liquid–air interface have been investigated. Lorencceau et al. have shown that the axisymmetric stagnation state resulting from a jet of viscous fluid plunging into a bath of the same fluid can entail air in the fluid. The formation of trumpet-like air pockets can decay into air bubbles if the velocity of the jet is above a certain threshold value.1 In the case of a filament or a ribbon of viscous fluid falling on a surface, periodic coils and folds are formed as a result of the impact. Depending on the parameters of the system, e.g., the frequency of oscillation or viscosity of the liquid, air bubbles can become trapped between two successive coils or folds that often lead to the formation of attractive patterns.5,6

In spite of the striking research carried out with the intention of understanding the dynamics of buckling and coiling of viscous jets,10-15 only a couple of studies are dedicated to bubble generation by coiling and buckling.5,6 The first study focuses on the formation of spiral patterns of monodispersed bubbles generated by liquid rope coiling. Within limited ranges of parameters in the gravitational coiling regime, the coiling centre executes a precession and consequently each new coil is slightly displaced from the previous one creating an opportunity for small air bubbles to find their way between them. Bubbles were advected radially outwards by the fluid spreading over the plate. The combination of the slow azimuthal drift of the trapped bubbles due to the precession of the centre of the coil and radial advection leads to the generation of a surprising five-branched spiral wave of bubbles.6 In the second study, air was ingested during the buckling of planar jets (viscous ribbons) onto a free surface of the same liquid. Bubbles were trapped between two successive folding ribbons and adveected downward by the fluid leading to different bubble patterns.6

In this paper, we investigate different mechanisms of bubble ingestion by observing different states of a viscous liquid column falling on a solid plate. The five states include stagnation flow, folding, steady coiling, periodic buckling, and supercoiling previously studied by some of us.15-17 With the exception of the stagnation flow that shows no instability along its length, we observed bubbles getting trapped inside the liquid in all the above mentioned states. We show that simple high-frequency coiling (that forms a stable hollow column
structure) can entrap air when the Rayleigh instability of the falling jet coexists with the coiling instability. Within our experimental boundaries, the size of the entrapped bubbles remains approximately unaffected by changes in the falling height of the fluid during simple coiling. We also find that the air ingestion mechanism in the folding state is similar to that of the viscous folding ribbon. In contrast to the somewhat unvarying bubble size distributions observed during the mentioned flow states, a range of bubble sizes results during the periodic collapse of a falling fluid (i.e., an irregular collapse of the hollow column of coils in simple coiling). During supercoiling, the formation of bidispersed bubbles is seen not to be affected by the fall height or flow rate. We introduce a simple model for bubble formation in the supercoiling state that gives rise to multi-branched spiral patterns. Finally, we present a phase diagram that displays our results as fall height versus flow rate.

2 Experimental procedure

The apparatus of the experimental setup is shown schematically in Fig. 1. A hole of diameter \( d = 4 \) mm at the bottom of a constant-head reservoir allows a thin stream of viscous fluid to fall at a constant flow rate onto a glass plate \( H = 1 \) to 100 cm below. The buckled filament forms a pile of fluid that spreads radially on the horizontal glass plate. Two cameras were used to monitor the side and bottom-view of the fluid pile formed on the transparent plate. We used polydimethylsiloxane oil (silicone oil) with density \( \rho = 0.97 \) cm\(^{-3}\) g, surface tension coefficient \( \gamma = 21.5 \) dyne cm\(^{-1}\), and different viscosities ranging from \( \nu = 2200 \) cS to \( \nu = 3450 \) cS as our functioning fluid. The flow rate (\( Q \)) was calculated by measuring the oil accumulated in the container for a given period of time. During each study, the falling height (\( H \)) was changed in discrete steps through an adjustable platform while \( d, \nu, \) and \( Q \) were held constant. We used the frame rate and pixel size from our captured videos to calculate the needed parameters such as frequency and bubble size (\( D \)).

3 The different mechanisms of bubble generation in liquid rope coiling

Depending on the experimental parameters, a column of viscous fluid impacting a solid surface may exhibit different states including axisymmetric stagnation flow, rotatory folding, liquid rope coiling, secondary buckling, and supercoiling. With the state of the axisymmetric stagnation flow as an exception, air is trapped inside the viscous fluid in the remaining states and leads to different mechanisms of bubble intake.

3.1 Bubble generation during folding

Under certain conditions, the buckling instability of a falling viscous rope forms periodic folds of the viscous rope that may occur with or without the rotation of the folding plane. Folding is the result of an oscillatory motion of the buckled rope that is confined to lie on a vertical plane (Fig. 2a). The folding dynamics gives rise to bubble generation. With every successive fold, the viscous filament traps one or several tiny air bubbles. The trapped bubbles are arranged in a regular fashion in several branches along the folding plane as shown in Fig. 2b. This process is reminiscent of trapped bubbles in planar jets. When bubbles reach the horizontal plate, they advect outwards and spread irregularly on the surface. Fig. 5a shows the size distribution of the bubbles generated by rotatory folding in a typical experiment in a circular area with a diameter of 25 mm. The number of the generated bubbles in
the fluid is staggeringly high mainly due to the high folding frequency. The size distribution shows a large peak in the range of 0.05–0.1 mm.

### 3.2 Bubble generation during coiling

Coiling is the most dominant state in the parameter space of the falling viscous fluid problem. According to ref. 13 and 20, depending on how the main forces are balanced in the coil, the process may lead to four different regimes: viscous, gravitational, inertio-gravitational, and inertial. During a small part of the gravitational regime, successive commutative coils do not lay exactly on top of one another giving rise to small trapped air bubbles, and consequently five-branched spiral patterns when the bubbles advect radially away from the pile (this phenomenon was extensively investigated in ref. 5). In the high-frequency (inertial) regime, in contrast with the previous case, each newly formed coil falls exactly on top of the previous coil and results in the formation of hollow corkscrew shaped columns. Depending on the viscosity and flow rate, the hollow column exhibits different states: steady coiling, secondary buckling, or supercoiling. At lower viscosities, the rate of coil generation is proportional to the rate of gravitational spreading of the pile and as a result a steady hollow column appears with a fixed height (Fig. 3a). Since coiling is steady and the shape of the column is stable, no bubbles are generated during this process. However, the emergence of any perturbation (e.g., Rayleigh instability of the falling jet) can deform the hollow column and trap air inside the column as shown in Fig. 3b–e. Fig. 3f shows the bottom view of the bubble generation process. Here, the local thickening of the jet diameter due to perturbation further perturbs the coiling dynamics and deforms the hollow column. Then, air is trapped inside the column and advects outwards by the fluid pile. The maximum size of the bubbles generated can be roughly determined by the size of the hollow cavity inside the column, which depends on the dimensions of the pile and is consequently a function of \( Q, d, \) and \( v \). Our experimental studies show that the maximum size of the bubbles is almost independent of the fall height, \( H \). In a typical experiment with the experimental parameters \( d = 4 \text{ mm}, v = 2, 200 \text{ cS}, Q = 0.20 \text{ cm}^3 \text{ s}^{-1}, \) the diameter of the largest bubble was \( 0.6 \pm 0.1 \text{ mm for fall heights ranging between } 33 \text{ cm and } 42 \text{ cm}. \)

By increasing the viscosity in the coiling state, gravity does not have enough time to spread the corkscrew pile. So the height of the column grows and after exceeding a critical value, it collapses under its own weight (Fig. 4a and b) and this cycle is repeated. This phenomenon is known as ‘secondary buckling’ or ‘periodic collapse.’ This instability is the dominant state of a high-viscous falling jet at low flow rates and large falling

---

**Fig. 2** Bubble generation in the folding state. (a) The front view of folding. (b) A magnified image of the rectangular section (a). Tiny trapped bubbles arranged along the folded plane are generated in the folding state. The relevant experimental parameters are \( v = 3450 \text{ cS}, Q = 0.57 \text{ cm}^3 \text{ s}^{-1}, d_0 = 0.4 \text{ cm}, \) and \( H = 70 \text{ cm}. \) The white scale bars represent 0.2 cm for (a) and 0.02 cm for (b).

**Fig. 3** Bubble generation in the simple coiling state. (a–e) In this sequence, perturbation leads to the local thickening of the jet diameter that further perturbs the hollow column and traps the air inside it. (f) Bubbles generated on the plate photographed from beneath the plate. The relevant experimental parameters are \( v = 3450 \text{ cS}, Q = 0.57 \text{ cm}^3 \text{ s}^{-1}, d_0 = 0.4 \text{ cm}, \) and \( H = 38 \text{ cm}. \)

**Fig. 4** Bubble generation resulting from the periodic collapse of the hollow column. (a and b) shows how the air inside the hollow column is trapped and ingested. (c) Bubbles generated on the solid plate in the periodic collapse state photographed from beneath the plate. Parameters: \( v = 3450 \text{ cS}, Q = 0.196 \text{ cm}^3 \text{ s}^{-1}, d_0 = 0.4 \text{ cm}, \) and \( H = 31 \text{ cm}. \)
heights. The periodic collapse of the fluid column traps air inside the column in an irregular dynamic. Therefore, the bubbles generated by secondary buckling exhibit no regular size distribution or pattern after spreading on the glass plate. Such an irregular pattern of bubbles is shown in Fig. 4c. Fig. 5b shows the distribution of the diameter of the bubbles generated in this state on the plate for a circular area of diameter 25 mm. As can be seen there is a wide distribution with a peak at 0.1 mm. The number of bubbles with diameters between 0.2 and 0.6 mm is roughly the same.

3.3 Spiral patterns generated during supercoiling

In a small portion of the parameter space, inertial coiling appears in a complex state called supercoiling. During

Fig. 5 Bubble-diameter distribution. (a) in the folding state for a typical experiment with \( \nu = 3,450 \) cS, \( Q = 0.57 \text{ cm}^3\text{s}^{-1} \), \( d_0 = 0.4 \text{ cm} \), and \( H = 70 \) cm, (b) in the periodic collapse state for a typical experiment with \( \nu = 3450 \) cS, \( Q = 0.196 \text{ cm}^3\text{s}^{-1} \), \( d_0 = 0.4 \text{ cm} \), and \( H = 31 \) cm, and (c) in the supercoiling state for a typical experiment with \( \nu = 3450 \) cS, \( Q = 0.57 \text{ cm}^3\text{s}^{-1} \), \( d_0 = 0.4 \text{ cm} \), and \( H = 29.5 \) cm.

Fig. 6 Regular bubble patterns generated by the supercoiling state. (a–d) Sequence of bubble generation mechanism during supercoiling \( (Q = 0.20 \text{ cm}^3\text{s}^{-1}, \nu = 2200 \) cS, and \( d_0 = 0.4 \text{ cm} \). The blue outline tracks the column of trapped air. Bubbles detach from the column of air during the developments of the air column. The red circle marks a small satellite bubble detached from a larger bubble during this process. (e) Four-branched straight pattern of bubbles. Tiny bubbles were formed perpendicular to the direction of the larger bubbles (experimental parameters: \( \nu = 3450 \) cS, \( Q = 0.57 \text{ cm}^3\text{s}^{-1} \), \( d_0 = 0.4 \text{ cm} \), and \( H = 16 \) cm). (f) of bubbles generated by the supercoiling state (experimental parameters: \( \nu = 2200 \) cS and \( Q = 0.20 \text{ cm}^3\text{s}^{-1} \), \( d_0 = 0.4 \text{ cm} \), and \( H = 24.5 \) cm). (g) Four-branched spiral pattern for the following experimental parameters: \( \nu = 3450 \) cS, \( Q = 0.57 \text{ cm}^3\text{s}^{-1} \), \( d_0 = 0.4 \text{ cm} \), and \( H = 18.5 \) cm. The tiny bubbles are out of focus and are not visible in the image. (h) Eight-branched pattern (experimental parameters: \( \nu = 3450 \) cS, \( Q = 0.57 \text{ cm}^3\text{s}^{-1} \), \( d_0 = 0.4 \text{ cm} \), and \( H = 16 \) cm).
supercoiling, the hollow column starts to coil with a specific frequency. The column coils into an ellipsoid instead of the original circle. The bubbles generated as a result of this regular dynamics, form neat and regular patterns. The air bubble trapped by the buckling of the hollow column is stretched and breaks into a large bubble and a small satellite one. In every coil of the hollow column, four bubbles are generated, which are bidiispersed. Fig. 6a–d show how the trapped air is stretched and the generated bidispersed bubbles inside the buckled part of the hollow column. The flow of the fluid carries these bubbles radially away from the centre on the horizontal surface forming a beautiful four branched spiral. Two branches of the spiral are made up of large bubbles and the others form the smaller bubbles (Fig. 6f refers to a photo where both large and small branches are visible). The large and small bubbles do not flow at the same depth inside the fluid. In Fig. 6e and g different spiral bubbles have been shown. In these photos, we focused the lens on large bubbles, so the small bubble branches have not been shown. Experimental observations indicate that the rotation of the buckling column causes the bubbles to arrange in spiral patterns. On the other hand, Fig. 6h shows an eight-branched pattern of bubbles. This pattern, seen with difficulty, appears before the beginning of the spiral pattern, and also in coexistence with the spiral pattern at low fall heights.

![Fig. 7](image1)

**Fig. 7** The axial rotation frequency of supercoiling ($\Omega_{\text{Rotatory}}$) as a function of the fall height for a typical experiment with $Q = 0.2 \text{ cm}^3\text{s}^{-1}$, $\nu = 2200 \text{ cS}$, and $d_0 = 4 \text{ mm}$. The typical appearance of the bubble pattern is shown for three data points. It is manifestly obvious that when the rotatory frequency of supercoiling becomes zero, the generated bubbles move away in a straight line.

![Fig. 9](image2)

**Fig. 9** The diameter of large bubbles generated by supercoiling state does not change with the fall height. The dashed lines show the average diameters.

![Fig. 8](image3)

**Fig. 8** The experimental state-diagram, sketched by connecting the data points for the bubble patterns observed at different flow rates $Q$ and fall heights $H$, at a fixed viscosity of $\nu = 3450 \text{ cS}$, along with the photos of the bubble patterns generated during simple coiling (C), folding (F), periodic collapse (PC), and supercoiling (SC). Areas indicated by (X) in the state-diagram, are places where the fluid enters the state of stagnation flow, which terminates the bubble formation.
Fig. 10 A log–log graph of the radial distance of the bubbles from the point of generation ($r$) against the time ($t$). The black line has been drawn as a guide to the eye representing the asymptotic slope of the straight line portion of the graph: $r \sim t^{0.5}$. Inset: a fit of the theoretical formula for the bubble patterns to the data points observed in an experiment with the following parameters: ($H = 28.5$ cm, $v = 2200$ cS, $Q = 0.20$ cm$^3$ s$^{-1}$, $\omega_{\text{Rotatory}} = 0.66$ Hz, and $h = 7$ mm).

Fig. 7 shows the rotational frequency of the diagonal of the ellipsoid coiling column vs. the fall height. The frequency is measured by taking a side-view movie of the coiling pattern using a high speed camera (1000 f/s) and frame counting on the movie. The rotation frequency decreases at the beginning and then increases with the falling height. The frequency becomes zero at a certain height resulting in the diagonal of the ellipsoid coming to a halt, arranging bubbles in two straight lines (no spirals). See Fig. 6e and f.

In our recent work,$^{17}$ we provided a state diagram showing where each of the five states occurs in the parameter space flow rate vs. the fall height ($Q$, $H$) for a fixed viscosity. In this study, we also provided a ($Q$, $H$) phase diagram indicating bubble patterns formed at different flow rates $Q$ and fall heights $H$ (Fig. 8). A collected diagram of all the information provided so far on bubble patterns observed for different flow rates ($Q$) and fall heights ($H$) is shown in Fig. 8; a state diagram illustrating the areas where bubbles behave according to the relevant states extensively discussed throughout this section. The areas on the diagram are estimated by connecting the data points assigned to different bubble formations. Bubbles disappear for $Q > 2.3$ cm$^3$ s$^{-1}$ and falling heights $H > 60$ cm. These areas are indicated by the letter X. We found regions where bubbles exhibit a single pattern relevant to the corresponding state. The areas comprised of single states that result from a single flow state are shown connected to a photo of the corresponding bubble formation, and the coexisting states. Single states appear as irregular bubbles during simple coiling C, as high bubble population during folding (F), as bubbles generated during periodic collapse (PC), and as straight and spiral patterns formed during supercoiling (SC). Regions labeled C + SC + F, C + SC, C + F, C + F + X, and F + X indicate two or three different bubble patterns observed in different experiments carried out with the same flow rate and fall height.

Fig. 9 shows the size of large bubbles vs. height. The size of large bubbles is nearly constant and does not change considerably by varying the fall height in addition to the flow rate. The bubble sizes, however, depend on the viscosity of the liquid jet, that is, larger bubbles are generated by increasing the viscosity, and a larger flow rate is needed for supercoiling to occur leading to larger bubbles.

Furthermore, Fig. 5c shows the distribution of the bubble diameter in this state for a circular area of diameter 25 mm on the plate. Overall, we see the bubbles properly bi-dispersed in this state.

The bubbles generated inside the pile first move down the pile and then spread radially with the spreading film. Assuming the fluid volume is conserved and the height of the spreading fluid film is constant, we have $Q = 2 \pi rhv = \text{const}$ or $v \sim \frac{1}{r^2}$, where $h$ is the height of the liquid film spreading on the solid surface, $v$ is the average speed of the liquid film, and $r$ is the radial position from the centre of the coil. Therefore, the radial position of a bubble in the spreading film $r$, follows $\frac{dr}{dt} = \frac{1}{r} \text{ or } r \sim t^{0.5}$. The experimental measurements in Fig. 10 show that bubbles move according to $r \sim t^{0.50 \pm 0.02}$ (after moving away a little from the point of generation). Since the supercoiling frequency of rotation of the diagonal of the ellipse ($\omega_{\text{Rotatory}}$) is constant for a fixed falling height and a fixed flow rate, the angle between two successive bubbles in one branch of the spiral is $\theta \sim \omega_{\text{Rotatory}} \Delta t$, where $\Delta t$ is the period of bubble generation in each branch. Therefore, the angle is proportional to the time ($\theta \sim t$ for any generated bubble. This will give rise to a Fermat’s spiral (i.e., a spiral obeying $r \sim \theta^{0.5}$, where $r$ is the radial position and $\theta$ is the angle) since $r \sim t^{0.5} \sim \theta^{0.5}$. The inset of Fig. 10 shows a fit of this simple model to the observations for an experiment with $H = 28.5$ cm, $v = 2200$ cS, $Q = 0.20$ cm$^3$ s$^{-1}$, $h = 7$ mm, and $\omega_{\text{Rotatory}} = 0.66$ Hz. We have adjusted $h$ to obtain the best fit between the experiments and the model. The best agreement shown in the inset of Fig. 10 is obtained for $h = 6.7$ mm, close to the experimental value. Therefore, our simple model provides a quantitatively detailed understanding of the formation of the spiral bubble patterns in the supercoiling state.

4 Conclusions

In this work, we presented an experimental study of the mechanism of bubble generation by a viscous liquid jet impacting a solid plate.

We mapped out the experimental conditions under which bubble generation occurs and described how the bubbles are trapped between successive fluid coils or folds. We measured the size distribution of the bubbles, the rate of generation, and how the bubble size is affected by changes in the fall height, flow rate, and viscosity. We showed that some of these methods generate mono or bi-dispersed bubbles at high rates. Most of the usual methods for making monodispersed bubbles are very slow. By contrast, coiling and folding instabilities of falling viscous threads can, under appropriate conditions, generate mono or bi-disperse bubbles at a high rate that is proportional...
to the coiling or folding frequency (up to thousands of Hertz). The size of the generated bubbles can also be tuned by changing the experimental parameters as we have shown in our study. We have also shown that beautiful spiral patterns can be formed in the supercoiling state and found that these surprising spiral bubble patterns are located at \( r \sim t^{0.5} \), which is a particular type of an Archimedean spiral \( r \sim \theta^n \), namely, the Fermat spiral.
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